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Excited states of the neutron-rich nucleus 148Ce have been populated by neutron-induced fission of a 235U
target. Its electromagnetic decays were studied by means of γ -ray coincidence spectroscopy with fast-timing
capabilities. Lifetimes of the 2+1 and 4+1 states of 148Ce were obtained and their E2 decay rates deduced.
The B4/2 = B(E2; 4+1 → 2+1 )/B(E2; 2+1 → 0+1 ) ratio indicates that 148Ce is a transitional nucleus while the
N = 88/90 shape phase transition evolves into a gradual change of nuclear deformation for proton numbers
Z < 60.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.101.014303
I. INTRODUCTION
A quantum shape phase transition (QSPT) in atomic nuclei
is characterized by a sudden change of the shape of the
nucleus as a function of the control parameter, such as nucleon
number or excitation energy. It occurs due to changes in the
location of the nuclear potential minimum [1]. The shape
phase transition from spherical to prolate deformed rotational
nuclei in the even-even N = 90 isotones with Z = 56–66
attracted a lot of attention during the last 15 to 20 years [1–9].
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The E(5) and the so-called X(5) critical-point symmetries
(CPSs) are solutions of the geometrical Bohr-Hamiltonian
describing nuclei at the critical points of the second- and
first-order QSPTs, respectively [10,11]. E(5) is the CPS be-
tween the quadrupole vibrator and the soft triaxial rotovibrator
and X(5) between the quadrupole vibrator and the axially
symmetric rigid rotor.
The X(5) approximate solution for the CPS of the
vibrator-to-rotor transition neglects the barrier between the
two minima and considers the potential as a square-
well in the variable β and a harmonic oscillator in γ .
The R4/2 = E (4+1 )/E (2+1 ) = 2.9 and the B4/2 = B(E2; 4+1 →
2+1 )/B(E2; 2+1 → 0+1 ) = 1.58 values are benchmarks for a
nucleus at the X(5) critical point [11]. Using the adopted
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FIG. 1. (a) R4/2 ratio for Gd, Sm, Nd, and Ce isotopic chains as a function of neutron number. The sharp transition of Gd and Sm from
spherical nuclei (R4/2 = 2) to deformed ones (R4/2 = 3.33) is not present in Nd and Ce chains. (b) B4/2 ratios for Gd, Sm, and Nd isotopic
chains as a function of neutron number. The transition from N = 88 to N = 90 from near spherical symmetry to γ -rigid and γ -soft symmetry
is sharp for Gd and Sm but not for Nd. Data taken from [12].
experimental data [12] for even-even nuclei in the nuclear
region with neutron number N ≈ 90, the discussed phase
transition can be observed in a R4/2 plot of these isotopes
over the neutron number [Fig. 1(a)]. The transitions from
spherical nuclei (R4/2 = 2–2.4) to deformed ones (R4/2 =
3–3.33) around N = 90 are less sharp in the neodymium and
cerium chains as compared to the gadolinium and samarium
isotopic chains [1,3,4].
To gain additional information on the shape of the nuclei,
another fingerprint, the B4/2 ratio (B4/2 = 2.0 for spherical
symmetry, B4/2 = 1.4 for γ -rigid and γ -soft deformed), is
shown in Fig. 1(b) as a function of the neutron number for
gadolinium, samarium, and neodymium isotopes. In agree-
ment with the picture from the R4/2 ratios, the transition
from N = 88 to N = 90 from near spherical symmetry to
quadrupole deformed shapes is sharp for gadolinium and
samarium and less so for neodymium. As indicated in Fig. 1,
all fingerprints for quadrupole deformation of these N = 90
isotopes lie near the X(5) model [11], hence near the critical
point of the QSPT.
Since the R4/2 ratio evolution in the cerium isotopic chain
is the most gradual in Fig. 1(a) it is of interest to study if X(5)
is still imprinted in the V4/2 value at N = 90, i.e., for 148Ce.
Unfortunately, no B4/2 values are available experimentally in
cerium isotopes with neutron number exceeding 84. It is the
goal of this article to provide first experimental information
on this structural key observable for 148Ce.
II. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
Experimental data were provided from the EX-
ILL&FATIMA campaign [13,14] which took place at the
high-flux reactor at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) in
Grenoble, France. A well-collimated cold neutron beam
was used to induce fission of a 235U target. The neutron
flux at the target position was approximately 9 × 107
n/cm2 s [15,16]. Prompt γ rays from the fission fragments
were detected using a hybrid array of HPGe and Ce-doped
LaBr3 detectors, the EXILL&FATIMA spectrometer [17,18].
The EXILL array [19] was composed of eight BGO-shielded
EXOGAM Clover detectors [20], each one consisting of
four HPGe crystals. The target-to-detector distance was
14.5 cm. FATIMA [21] consisted of 16 (5% Ce-doped) LaBr3
detectors in two rings, at 40◦ and 140◦ relative to the beam
direction. For optimum efficiency the FATIMA detectors were
placed as close as possible to the target, at 8.5 cm. Several
results for lifetimes in the picosecond and nanosecond region
have already been published from the EXILL&FATIMA
campaign [22–26]. A more detailed description of the
experimental setup can be found in Ref. [17].
All fission fragments were stopped within few ps by the
thick beryllium backing of the targets. More than 100 different
isotopes were produced from the fissions. This large number
of isotopes produced enforced the usage of multiple coinci-
dences to select clean spectroscopy signals from the isotopes
of interest. Ge-LaBr3-LaBr3 triple coincidences were used to
gate on the cascade of interest. Because of the low energy
resolution of the LaBr3 detectors, the purity of the LaBr3 gates
had to be verified. Ge-Ge double coincidences or Ge-Ge-Ge
and Ge-LaBr3-Ge triple coincidences were studied for this
purpose.
The 16 LaBr3 detectors were connected to 15 time-to-
amplitude converters (TACs). The connection scheme allowed
to know which of the two prompt γ s (decay or feeder of the
state of interest) was the one providing the start signal and
which providing the stop signal. Two time-difference spectra
were produced depending on whether the transition decaying
from the intermediate state of interest provided the start
(antidelayed spectrum) or stop (delayed spectrum) signal.
In the case of a long-lived state, in the few-nanoseconds
region, a slope appears on one side of the spectrum corre-
sponding to the lifetime. For lifetimes in the order of some pi-
coseconds the “center of gravity” [27], centroid, can be used.
In the start spectrum the centroid (Cstart) is shifted to smaller
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FIG. 2. (a) Energy spectra from the EXILL&FATIMA array gated on the 6+1 → 4+1 transition of 148Ce in EXILL, Ge [blue (lower)] and
LaBr3 [red (upper)]. The gates in FATIMA detectors are marked with light gray. Combinations of those were set in order to get the time-
difference spectra for the lifetime. The inset spectra (LaBr3) is generated by setting an energy gate on the EXILL detectors on the 2+1 → 0+1
transition and an energy gate on the FATIMA detectors on the 6+1 → 4+1 transition. Three possible backgrounds under the full-energy peak
are shown. (b) The black curve corresponds to the time-difference spectrum obtained from gates A and B, with the delayed and reflected
antidelayed spectra summed in order to accommodate the full statistics. The red curve depicts the background-subtracted time-difference
spectrum, with the delayed and the reflected antidelayed spectra summed up. Note that the black curve is multiplied by a factor of 10 for better
visibility.
times by the lifetime of the intermediate state, while in the
stop spectrum the centroid (Cstop) is shifted correspondingly
to larger times. In the generalized centroid difference method
(GCDM) [28] the lifetime of the intermediate state derives
from the centroid difference (C),
C = PRD + 2τ, (1)
where the prompt response difference (PRD)
PRD = PRD(Efeeder − Edecay)
= PRF(Efeeder ) − PRF(Edecay), (2)
and, in particular, the prompt response function (PRF) is
reflecting the different time that the setup requires to record γ s
with different energies (the so-called “time walk”). The PRD
was determined with known cascades from a 152Eu source
and the neutron-capture reaction 48Ti(n, γ )49Ti. A precise
description of the procedure is given in Ref. [29].
A. 2+1 lifetime using the slope method
To derive the lifetime of the order of ns of the 2+1 state
of 148Ce, the slope method [30,31] was used. In order to
preselect the isotope of interest an energy gate was set in
the 6+1 → 4+1 transition in the EXILL Ge detectors. To obtain
the time-difference spectra between the 4+1 → 2+1 and 2+1 →
0+1 γ rays, coincidence gates, A and B, as shown in Fig. 2(a),
were set on the respective transitions. Using this method, the
lifetime was measured to be τ2+ = 1.466 (50) ns, the average
of the fitted slopes in both, the delayed and the antidelayed
spectra.
The gates used include γ rays from the background, e.g.,
Compton events from higher-lying transitions. Therefore, the
assumption must be made that lifetimes of states creating this
background are in the ps region and do not affect the slope
which has been fitted far away from the prompt response
region. In order to check if that assumption is true, the method
from Ref. [31] was used to exclude the time background
contribution. The corresponding background gates, A′ and B′,
are shown in Fig. 2(a). This method results in a lifetime of
τ sub2+ = 1.430 (83) ns, hence, within error, in the same value as
τ2+ and reassures that no long-lived states contributed to the
background. In Fig. 2(b) the time-difference spectra (sum of
delayed and antidelayed), for both methods are shown. The
measured lifetime is in agreement with the literature values of
1.457 (87) ns [32] and 1.371 (29) ns [33].
B. 4+1 lifetime using the generalized centroid difference method
For the 4+1 state the GCDM was used to determine the
lifetime (in the ps range). The energy gate in the EXILL
Ge detectors was set to the 2+1 → 0+1 transition of 148Ce. In
this case the FATIMA gates were set on the 6+1 → 4+1 and
4+1 → 2+1 transitions. The centroid difference of the delayed
and antidelayed spectra was measured to Cexp = 66 (3) ps.
The spectra are shown in Fig. 3(a).
As it can be seen in the inset spectra of Fig. 2(a), generated
by setting an energy gate on the EXILL detectors on the 2+1 →
0+1 transition and an energy gate on the FATIMA detectors on
the 6+1 → 4+1 transition, there is a Compton-edge underneath
the full-energy peak of the 4+1 → 2+1 transition. The exact
location of the Compton edge is not known. Therefore, two
extreme background assumptions [BGmax, BGmin in Fig. 2(a)]
were made, and an average of both [BGav in Fig. 2(a)] used for
the analysis, including a systematic error from the deviation to
the extremes.
The contribution of the background in the time spectrum
on the location of the full-energy peak can be found by the
interpolation of the timing of the Compton background [17].
014303-3
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66
d
P/B(Ed) = 0.57 (15)
FIG. 3. (a) The time-difference spectra (delayed and antidelayed) for the lifetimes of the 4+1 states of 148Ce. (b) The time-background under
the full-energy peak of the 4+1 → 2+1 transition was interpolated from background areas around the peak (see text).
With this time background correction the C in Eq. (1) has to
be corrected by a correction factor (tcor). It will be
C = Cexp + tcor = PRD + 2τ, (3)
where
tcor = tcor (Efeeder ) + tcor (Edecay)2 (4)
with
tcor (E f /d ) = Cexp − C
f /d
BG
P/B(E f /d )
, (5)
where CBG is the interpolated background timing in the
location of the full-energy peak and P/B is the peak-to-
background ratio of the full-energy peak. In Fig. 3(b) the
interpolation of the time-background for the tcor (Edecay) is
shown. Using Eq. (3) the lifetime of the 4+1 state of 148Ce was
measured to be τ4+ = 58 (4) ps.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the measured lifetimes the B(E2; 2+1 → 0+1 ) and
B(E2; 4+1 → 2+1 ) transition strengths were determined to be
85.2 (29) W.u. and 129.7 (86) W.u. respectively, which results
in a ratio of Eq. (11). All experimental results are summarized
in Table I. The ratio deviates from both the vibrational and the
rotor’s values, setting the nucleus, together with its heavier
N = 90 isotones, in the transitional region as it is shown in
Fig. 4(a).
In order to understand the QSPT, in the following para-
graphs the experimental data for 148Ce will be compared with
TABLE I. Lifetimes and transition strengths in 148Ce obtained
from the present work.
Jπi τ τ - lit. Jπf B(E2; Jπi → Jπf )
1.457 (87) ns [32]
2+1 1.466 (50) ns 0+1 85.2 (29) W.u.
1.371 (29) ns [33]
4+1 58 (4) ps 2+1 129.7 (86) W.u.
(a) several geometrical models approximating the transitional
region around X(5), and (b) microscopic calculations for
this nucleus using the five-dimensional quadrupole collec-
tive Hamiltonian, Eq. (9). Additionally the whole transitional
region is being investigated with interacting boson model
(IBM)-1 calculations. The trajectories of cerium, neodymium,
and samarium isotopic chains in the IBM symmetry triangle
are showing the different crossing of the phase boundary of
the QSPT.
A. Geometrical models
Besides X(5) there are other analytical solutions of the
Bohr Hamiltonian with soft potentials in the deformation vari-
able β. The X(5)-β2n model [34] was introduced to describe
the spherical side of the QSPT. With n = 1, X(5)-β2, the
nuclear potential is the harmonic oscillator (vibrator) and with
increasing n the potentials of the model approach the infinite
square-well of X(5). The confined β-soft model (CBS) [4]
considers an infinite square-well potential between minimum
and maximum deformation, β< and β>, with its structural
parameter rβ = β</β>. For different widths of the potential
well the model describes nuclei between X(5) and the rigid
rotor.
The adopted experimental data for 148Ce are presented in
Table II together with the observables of the X(5) and X(5)-
β8. The calculations were taken from Refs. [11,34]. One can
perceive the good agreement of 148Ce with the X(5)-β8 model.
This agreement can also be clearly seen in Fig. 4(b) where
the energy ratios E (J+)/E (2+) with J  14, are plotted for
a vibrator, a rigid rotor, X(5) and X(5)-β8 models and the
experimental data of 148Ce. The experimental data fit with
high precision with the X(5)-β8 model.
The comparison of the experimental data for 148Ce with the
geometrical models places the nucleus before the critical point
of the QSPT where the spherical minimum still dominates
the structure. In all above-mentioned models [X(5), X(5)-β2n
and CBS] the γ degree of freedom is separated and approxi-
mated by a harmonic oscillator centered around γ = 0◦. None
of these geometrical models have predictive power for the
014303-4
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Z
FIG. 4. (a) The B4/2 ratio for N = 90 isotones. All isotopes lie near the QSPT with the exception of 152Sm which deviates towards the rigid
rotor. Data taken from [12].∗The CBS line is adjusted to the experimental R4/2 ratio of 152Sm with rβ = 0.14 [4]. (b) Energy ratios of 148Ce.
Comparison of experimental data with vibrator, rigid rotor, X(5) and X(5)-β8 models.
excitation energy of the 2+γ state. In the next paragraphs the
γ dependence of 148Ce will be investigated within the IBM-1.
B. IBM-1 model
In the context of the present discussion we adopt the
standard extended constant Q formalism (ECQF) [35,36] of
the IBM-1 with the Hamiltonian
H = c
[
(1 − ζ )nˆd − ζ4NB
ˆQχ · ˆQχ
]
, (6)
where
ˆQχ = (s† ˜d + d†s˜) + χ ( ˜dd†)(2) = T (E2)/eB, (7)
is the quadrupole operator, T (E2) is the electric quadrupole
transition operator with the effective boson charge eB, c is
a scaling factor, and NB the number of valence bosons. In
Eq. (6) the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction drives deforma-
tion and the parameter ζ controls the competition between the
spherical-driving and deformed-driving forces [3]. With the
parameters ζ and χ the standard IBM symmetry triangle [37]
can be mapped, with ζ ∈ [0, 1] and χ ∈ [−√7/2, 0], see
Fig. 5. The parameter ζ mainly controls the β deformation
while γ has a strong χ dependence. Spherical nuclei are
TABLE II. Comparison between experimental data of 148Ce
with geometrical models, the ζQSPT(8,−0.943) from the IBM (see
Sec. III B) and microscopic calculations (see Sec. III C).
ζQSPT 148Ce
X(5) X(5)-β8 (8,−0.94) 5DQCH Exp.
R4/2 2.90 2.85 2.59 2.99 2.86
E0+2 /E2+1 5.65 5.09 3.29 5.21 4.86
E2+γ /E2+1 5.59 5.85 6.24
B4/2 1.6 1.63 1.55 1.54 1.52 (11)
described by small ζ . As ζ increases the nucleus can undergo
a spherical-to-deformed QSPT [38].
Following the concept of the Ehrenfest classification [39]
in Ref. [40] derivatives of observables were used to determine
the critical points (CPs) of the QSPT in a finite-N system, over
different/constant χ parameters. In the present work the CPs
are determined by the second derivative of the binding energy.
The slope of the binding energy is the order parameter of the
many-body system. The calculations have been made with the
code IBAR which performs interacting boson model-1 (IBM-
1) calculations [41].
For each boson number and χ parameter the maximum
of the second derivative of the binding energy defines the
location of the shape phase transitional point as a function of
ζ : ζQSPT(NB, χ ) [42]. These trajectories as a function of χ ,
for now on referred to as phase transition lines (PT lines), are
plotted for various boson numbers of interest over the IBM
FIG. 5. PT lines for several boson numbers, 5–12, 50, and 250.
For increasing boson number the PT line moves towards smaller
values of ζ (from right to left for increasing boson number).
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FIG. 6. Placement of 148Ce into the IBM symmetry triangle of
the IBM. The two contours (R4/2 and R0γ ) fitting the experimental
data are shown.
symmetry triangle in Fig. 5. Note that for small NB and to a
lesser extent for small χ values the maximum in the second
derivative of the binding energy is less pronounced indicating
that the spherical-to-deformed transition is less sudden. The
trajectories divide the triangle in two areas each. Take note
of the fact that this division into the spherical region and the
deformed region depends on the boson number.
The IBM-1 calculations for various ζ and χ parameters
provide observables along the triangle including those in
Table II. These experimental data can be used for the place-
ment of isotopes in the triangle [43–46]. It is known that the
R4/2 ratio is very sensitive to the stiffness of the potential in
the quadrupole deformation parameter β. For a given stiffness
in β, the stiffness of the potential as a function of the γ de-
formation parameter is correlated with the energy difference
between the first excited 0+ state and the 2+γ state. The R4/2
contours have a vertical trajectory (with respect to the base of
the triangle), and the
R0γ =
E (0+2 ) − E (2+γ )
E (2+1 )
, (8)
proposed in Ref. [45], have a more horizontal trajectory. For
all the isotopes in the QSPT region the crossing of the two
contours is unique and allows their unique placement in the
triangle.
In Fig. 6 the placement of 148Ce is shown. For 148Ce the
experimental data for the two observables are R4/2 = 2.86
and R0γ = −1.38 simultaneously corresponding to the coor-
dinates ζ = 0.64 and χ = −0.94. The same method has been
used in order to define the trend of the Ce isotopic chain within
the triangle. In Fig. 7(a) the placement of the even-even Ce
isotopes with N = 86–90 is shown together with the PT lines
for the corresponding valence boson numbers NB = 6–8. For
144Ce the energy of the 0+2 state is not known experimentally,
so the curve inside the triangle where it is placed was defined
only by R4/2. The 146Ce isotope is placed on the spherical side
of the PT line for NB = 7 and 148Ce on the deformed side of
the PT line for NB = 8. Note the dependence of the nucleus’
shape assignment on the finite boson number for which the
PT line was calculated. The experimental data for 148Ce are
compared in Table II to the IBM-1 observables for the CP
obtained as a function of ζ for the fixed structural parameter
χ = −0.94. Indeed, the observed R4/2 (B4/2) ratio for 148Ce
exceeds (is smaller than) the value expected at the PT point for
this appropriate structural parameter and boson number NB =
8, unambiguously placing 148Ce in the deformed part of the
IBM symmetry triangle. We conclude that the spherical-to-
deformed phase transition in cerium isotopes happens between
146Ce and 148Ce. The locations of the cerium isotopes evolving
to larger values of χ as a function of mass imply an increasing
role of the γ degree of freedom.
For a further analysis of the proton number dependence of
the N ≈ 90 QSPT we apply this procedure to the neodymium
(b) (c)(a)
FIG. 7. Trajectories of (a) cerium and (b) samarium isotopes in the IBM symmetry triangle. For 144Ce the observable Rγ is unknown hence
its R4/2 contour is shown with a dashed line which is located entirely on the spherical side of the PT line. 144Ce is classified as spherical.
The PT lines corresponding to the valence boson number of the isotopes are also plotted (from right to left for increasing boson number).
(c) Comparison of the trajectories of the cerium, neodymium, and samarium isotopic chains inside the triangle as a function of neutron
number.
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TABLE III. Coordinates of isotopes in the IBM symmetry tri-
angle. ∗The placement of 144Ce in one spot was not possible in the
procedure adopted here, because the energy of the 0+2 is not known
experimentally. The isotope was placed on a curve instead, using
only the energy ratio R4/2.
N = 90
Isotope ζ χ isotones ζ χ
144Ce∗ 0.5 to 0.6 0 to −√7/2 146Ba 0.69 −0.78
146Ce 0.59 −1.02 148Ce 0.64 −0.94
146Nd 0.50 −1.17 150Nd 0.62 −1.08
148Nd 0.56 −1.04 152Sm 0.61 −1.13
148Sm 0.43 −0.68 154Gd 0.63 −0.93
150Sm 0.51 −1.14 156Dy 0.62 −0.87
154Sm 0.65 −1.23
and samarium isotopic chains. The placement of the even-
even samarium isotopes [with N = 86–92] into the triangle
[see Fig. 7(b)] reveals the lower dependence on the γ degree
of freedom of these isotopes. Again the crossing from the
spherical side to the deformed side of the PT line is between
the N = 88 and N = 90 isotopes, like in the cerium isotopic
chain. The QSPT in the samarium chain occurs at smaller
values of χ than in the cerium chain. The same picture occurs
for the neodymium chain. In this case the χ parameter at the
QSPT lies between the one for cerium and samarium [see
Fig. 7(c)]. It seems that by decreasing Z , from samarium to
cerium, the dependence on the γ degree of freedom increases
at the N ≈ 90 QSPT. The coordinates of all isotopes discussed
before are included in Table III.
Both in the limit of the large boson number and in the small
finite boson number the QSPT has a pronounced phase tran-
sition behavior only for small χ parameters. As χ increases,
approaching zero, the phase transition washes out. The samar-
ium isotopic chain is crossing the PT lines (for NB = 9 and 10,
corresponding to 150Sm and 152Sm) almost perpendicularly at
small χ parameters. This implies a more sudden change in the
shape of the nuclei in the samarium isotopic chain than in the
cerium chain. The cerium isotopic chain is crossing the PT
lines (for NB = 7 and 8, corresponding to 146Ce and 148Ce)
at larger and increasing χ parameters thus the transition from
spherical to deformed shapes is smoother and involves higher
dependence on the γ degree of freedom.
All the N = 90 isotones are placed on the deformed side
of their corresponding PT line as seen in Fig. 5. In Fig. 8
the energy spectra of the N = 90 isotones are plotted, the 0+2
state and the 2+γ state are also included. The energy of the
2+γ level peaks in 152Sm, indicating its highest degree of axial
symmetry, also reported in Ref. [47].
C. Microscopic calculations
The contradicting shape assignment of 148Ce when its
level scheme is compared with the observables of the ge-
ometrical models and when it is compared with the IBM
calculations motivate further microscopic calculations for the
nucleus. Axial Skyrme-Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (Skyrme-
HFB) [48] calculations (Skyrme interaction parametrization
1.5
1.0
0.5
0
10+
8+
6+
4+
2+
0+gs
0+2
2+γ
146Ba
(MeV)
148Ce 150Nd 152Sm 154Gd 156Dy
FIG. 8. Comparison of energy spectra of the adopted experimen-
tal data for N = 90 isotones. The energies of the levels of each
isotope are normalized to the energy of the 2+1 state which is shifted
to 100 keV. The 0+2 states are plotted with light blue and the 2+γ
states are plotted with green. The trend of the 2+γ shows an decreasing
γ -softness around 152Sm.
SVmin [49,50]) were performed resulting in a shallow min-
imum β2 = 0.248 with a potential energy curve bump char-
acteristic for nuclei close to X(5) [51]. Beyond mean field
full-Skyrme random phase approximation (RPA) calculations
predict correct 2+1 energy of 158 keV [52] and B(E2; 2+1 →
0+1 ) = 84 W.u. in agreement with the experimental value.
Another recently introduced [53] approach makes use
of the five-dimensional quadrupole collective Hamiltonian
(5DQCH)
ˆHcoll = ˆTvib + ˆTrot + Vcoll (9)
as described in Ref. [53]. In the past the microscopic frame-
work of the 5DQCH was used for the analysis of the QSPT in
the N = 90 isotones for neodymium, samarium, and gadolin-
ium [7,8].
In Fig. 9(a) the potential energy surface of 148Ce is plot-
ted. The equilibrium minimum (red dot) is located at β ≈
0.25 (and γ = 0, prolate). In comparison with the results, in
Ref. [53], for 152Sm, 154Gd, and 156Dy the β deformation
is the smallest in 148Ce. The extended potential minimum
indicates significant γ -softness. Additionally, the collective
wave functions, plotted in Fig. 9(b)–9(f), appear to display
mixing in the γ direction. So the scenario of the γ -softness in
148Ce is supported by the microscopic calculations.
The agreement with the experimental data can bee seen in
Table II where the observables emanating from the calcula-
tions are shown next to the experimental values for 148Ce.
The transition strengths, B(E2; 2+1 → 0+1 ) and B(E2; 4+1 →
2+1 ), agree with the experiment: The 5DQCH approach
results in B(E2; 2+1 → 0+1 ) = 80 W.u. and B(E2; 4+1 →
2+1 ) = 123 W.u. (cf. Table I).
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(b) (c)
(a)
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FIG. 9. (a) Self-consistent triaxial quadrupole constrained energy surfaces in the β-γ plane(0  γ  60◦). (b–f) Probability distributions
in the β-γ plane for the wave function of the lowest collective 0+ and 2+ states of 148Ce.
IV. CONCLUSION
The lifetimes of the 2+1 and 4
+
1 states of
148Ce were
measured with fast electronic timing. The B4/2 value was
extracted for the first time. It agrees with a new view on the
structure of the nucleus and the evolution of the QSPT along
the N = 90 line. Although the basic structural observables,
in particular energy ratios, compare favorably to the X(5)-
β8 model mimicking dominant sphericity of 148Ce, a deeper
analysis which takes the finite size of the quantum system and
the γ -degree of freedom into account implies that 148Ce is
actually deformed. The evolution of the QSPT at N = 90 is
smoothed out as a function of decreasing proton number due
to finite-N effects and increasing γ -softness.
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